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FixStream AIOps+ platform delivers superior prediction accuracy by first 
creating an accurate inventory, correlating millions of data points across all 
domains, and then by applying powerful machine learning across the entire 
stack. With FixStream AIOps+ platforms you will accurately predict outages, 
and achieve MTTR in minutes, not hours and days.

Enterprises lose revenue and profitability every day, relying on domain-centric 
IT tools that don’t correlate data across the entire stack, forcing already 
overwhelmed IT Operations staff to manually process rapidly increasing 
amounts of unstructured data.  With FixStream, you will gain unprecedented 
insights into your entire IT operations and automate many of the complex 
processes that are holding your team back. 

FixStream applies advanced multi-layer, multi-domain, and multi-vendor 
correlation to millions of data points across disparate IT silos, from business 
transactions to application services and infrastructure. It then employs 
proprietary machine learning algorithms to automatically discover patterns, so 
that IT Operations can predict and visualize future outages.

FixStream AIOps+ platform is deployed by enterprises and MSP’s globally to:

• Increase end-to-end uptime, performance, and visibility of mission critical
business applications

• Increase revenues, customer satisfaction, and business agility
• Reduce IT complexity, operating cost

Enterprise Class 
Deployment Features:  

Scalability
FixStream is based on a fully scalable 
architecture. Multiple data collectors and 
Normalization Correlation Engine nodes can be 
added for additional data processing and 
analytics. 

High Availability 
The front-end and back-end nodes are clustered  
to provide redundancy and leverage the best 
practices for scale and availability.  

User Management 
Role based access control (RBAC) allows users to 
perform authorized operations functions and 
only for authorized entities for their roles and 
responsibilities. Authentication and 
authorization are done via built-in 
authentication datastore or via integration with 
multiple enterprise LDAP servers.

Platform Security 
FixStream is architecturally secure by using 
various security standards and guidelines at 
each layer of the architecture. Data in motion is 
encrypted using AES 256 bit encryption 
standards. ElasticSearch, the primary source of 
data, is secured using ElasticSearch x-pack 
security framework. Data stored in intermediate 
Kafka queues is AES 256 bit encrypted and 
sensitive data stored in ElasticSearch is AES 256 
bit encrypted before storing in ElasticSearch. 
Access to the UI is secured via oAuth 2.0 AAA 
standards using certificate-based SSL/TLS 
encrypted HTTPS communication protocol. 

Delivery Models
FixStream is available both on-premise and via a 
SaaS delivery model. 
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FixStream enables operations teams to gain unprecedented insights into 
mission critical business processes such Order-to-Cash, Procure-to-Pay, SCM, 
eCommerce, etc., built on Oracle ERP, SAP ERP as well as Java-based custom 
applications.

FixStream provides dashboards targeted to specific users, such as business and 
operational leaders. This business view allows a user to rapidly analyze all 
business processes (such as Order to Cash and eCommerce) and their 
operational status, including the health of all business transactions. The 
operational view provides summary scores on the health and performance of 
applications and infrastructure as a drill-down entry point to visualize the 
dependency details at every device level for operational or change 
management.

The FixStream correlation, analytics and visualization platform uses a patented 
technology, called Flow2Path™, to build a highly correlated set of maps 
including data center topology maps, application maps, and transaction maps, 
with operational analytics overlays. FixStream’s unique ability to integrate and 
correlate information in time-series data allows the operator to "go back in 
time" to better understand root causes and patterns leading to service issues.

AI for IT Operations

AIOps+ Platform Automates Anomaly Detection 
and Incident Prediction



• Agentless techniques via the Data Collector Module (DCM)
• Built-in connectors integrated with 3rd-party tools providing operational overlays, such as faults,

alerts, logs and tickets

The Normalization and Correlation Engine (NCE) correlates and analyzes DCM data to create a dynamic inventory of all discovered 
entities with physical and logical application to infrastructure maps, and operational analytic overlays called iMAN (Integrated Map 
of Applications and Networks). These maps show the physical, virtual infrastructure and cloud elements which an application is 
running on, pinpoints health problems, performance degradation and blind spots, and provides baselines for more advanced 
infrastructure optimization, performance monitoring and machine learning capabilities.

FixStream stores all events in a time-series database to allow for proprietary machine learning algorithms to detect patterns across 
the entire IT stack. Dynamic thresholding and multi-variate anomaly detection then identifies a sequence or group of anomaly 
events for transaction, application and infrastructure entities that may impact a business application. Then, sequential pattern 
analytics identify and visualize in seconds the sequence of correlated events that have impacted a specific application or business 
process and identify patterns with probability to predict future incidents. FixStream is software only, with DCM and NCE running 
on a set of virtual machines, and requires no special hardware or agents. Minimal input is needed to deliver FixStream’s 
extraordinary near real-time visibility through its mapping and analytics of multi-tier applications to business process hierarchies 
and infrastructure.

FixStream Packages
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Predict the Future and See the Unseen
The prediction process begins with a data ingestion process that auto-discovers all application services, as well as all physical, 
logical and virtual infrastructure entities, across each data center and cloud. Structured and unstructured data is gathered on a 
cadence set by the user. Data is collected in two ways:

AI for IT Operations

The FixStream licensing is based on a tiered model, to provide the flexibility needed to address your specific use cases.

All licenses are based on the number of physical and virtual devices that have an IP address for management purposes. For 
instance, a switch, a router, a VM and a hypervisor are each counted as 1 billable device. The Discovery license applies to all 
devices discovered within the identified network boundaries. The Insights license applies to all devices and application servers 
associated with specific business applications or processes being managed, that could be a subset of the discovered devices. The 
AI license applies to all devices included in the Insights license.



Features

Identify a sequence or group of anomaly events for transaction, application and 
infrastructure entities that may impact a business application.  For example, 
unplanned events such as DDOS attack and planned business events such as black 
Friday or promotional events triggers group of anomaly events across business 
transactions and underlying application and infrastructure entities.  Representation of 
time-series metrics of the impacted vectors in context with a business application or 
device group to allow a user to visually go back and forth in time and examine the 
behavior of multiple metrics in time series which are a part of group of anomaly 
events.
Identify and visualize in seconds the sequence of correlated events that have impacted 
a speci�c application or business process and identify patterns with probabilities to 
predict future incidents. For example, you can predict that eCommerce transactions 
such as ordering new service or paying bills etc. will stop working after 1 hour due to a 
detected event such as network bandwidth and interface utilization alert,  helping the 
business to take proactive action to stop the incident from happening.

Proactively plan to add more capacity before it negatively impacts the business. Using 
the weighted slope one algorithm it analyzes the historic trend of utilization of an 
infrastructure resource and predicts when the infrastructure entity will run out of 
capacity.

ML algorithm that takes time-stamped events and creates correlated clusters of 
related events which are used for event suppression, noise cancelation and ticket 
reduction as well as prediction of future events and incidents.

Widget to show the percentage of event suppression and ticket reduction. This 
represents the ROI of FixStream’s AIOps+ solution.

Dynamic thresholding and 
multivariate anomaly detection

AI License

Insight License

Sequential Pattern Analysis for 
Incident Prediction

Disk Capacity Predictive 
Analytics

Correlated Event Clustering 
Algorithm

AI Dashboard

Periodically pulls authorized and implemented change requests from ITSM platform 
and ingest those as events to be used in the event correlation algorithm for root cause 
analysis. Change request events are overlaid on insights screens similar to 
performance and health related alerts and faults.

Change Management 
Integration

Auto ticketing, suppression and correlation of tickets with ITSM platform.Incident Reporting

Hypervisor to VM - When a hypervisor is down and the majority of VMs hosted in it 
generate alerts of unavailability, it supresses the alerts for those VMs, and it only treats 
the hypervisor alert as critical. It suppresses the tickets as appropriate.

VM to service - When a VM is unavailable and services hosted in it generate 
unavailable alerts, it suppresses the alerts for service unavailability, and it only treats 
the VM alert as critical. It suppresses the tickets as appropriate.

Event Supression

Enhanced storage insights with correlation and mapping from storage entities to 
compute and network layer and applications to provide better visibility into 
application impacts from storage performance and health issues.

Generic Storage Monitoring

Ability to ingest business and application level alerts such as KPI violation using 
standard APIs so it can be correlated to underlying business process, application and 
infrastructure.

Nagios XI delivers service monitoring capabilities and overlays.

Application level alerts 
ingestion via open API 

Application Service Performance 
Monitoring
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Features

Provides a global search feature to allow users to quickly search for the context they 
are interested in. For example - by speci�c IP address, by hostname, by vendor name 
etc.

Email, Slack

Integration with Nagios XI Enterprise edition for SNMP based server and network 
device monitoring.

Infrastructure monitoring via 
Nagios XI

Global Search feature

Noti�cations

User audit log and reporting will enable auditing capabilities for user actions in 
FixStream platforms including discovery scheduling, con�guration, creation of divice 
groups, updates to application maps, etc.

User Audit Log

Enable third-party developers, partners and customers to develop connectors with 
ecosystem tools using standard API’s to ingest performance data, alerts and events.

Connector API/SDK for 
ecosystem enablement

Extension policy engine framework to enable users to de�ne policies for noti�cation 
based on di�erent rules which include triggers, conditions and actions.Policy Engine for Noti�cation

To allow classi�cation of performance metrics and alerts from ecosystem tools and 
visualization and correlation in the UI.

Extensions tab in performance 
center

Agentless auto discovery of hybrid IT infrastructure and application entities (network, 
compute, storage, containers, application services). Topology mapping to show the 
relationships between discovered entities.

Auto Discovery and Topology 
Mapping

Accurate inventory data collection and CMDB push/updates of Con�guration Item 
(CI’s) with relationships between CI’s for ITSM enrichment.Inventory and CMDB Updates

Pushes application service and application to infra mapping to the CMDB.

Pushes CI’s relationship to CMDB. It ingests the cross-domain relationship data to the 
CMDB such as hypervisor to VM mapping, hypervisor to network mapping, VM to 
storage mapping, application to infrastructure mapping. It visualizes the following: 

Automated CMDB Updates

•  Network – Compute relationship
• Application – Infrastructure relationship
• Compute – Storage relationship

Discovery License

All Licenses

Splunk – Log alert collection and overlayLog Analytics

Ingesting business application to infrastructure mapping data to ITSM CMDB in order 
to optimize business level service management activities.

Ingestion of application to 
infrastructure mapping data to 
ITSM CMDB

Insight License

Connectors

HP Arxscan, Nagios XI, SCOM, Solarwinds Virtualization Manager, Solarwinds Networks 
Performance Monitor, Splunk, VRops

Infrastructure Monitoring

ServiceNow, Cherwell
ServiceNow, OTRS
ServiceNow

IT Service Management
 CMDB Push
 Auto-ticketing
 Change Management

Insight License
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Supported Infrastructure Services Discovery and Monitoring

Discovery Methods

AIX, Cisco UCS B-Series and C-Series Blade Servers, DELL PowerEdge, FreeBSD, HPE 
ProLiant, HPUX, Linux (RHEL, CentOS, Ubuntu), Oracle Enterprise Linux, Solaris, Solaris 
Zones, Ubuntu, Windows.

Citrix XenServer, Microsoft Hyper-V, VMware ESXi

Nutanix

Arista switches running Arista EOS with EOS CLI, Aruba WLC and Access Points 
discovery for inventory and availability monitoring only, Cisco routers and switches 
running Cisco IOS, NX-OS and IOS-XE with standard CLI show commands, Cisco Fabric 
Interconnects, Dell PowerConnect, HPE Procurve, HPE Comware,  Juniper EX-Series 
switches and MX-Series routers.

Citrix NetScaler, F5 (Big-IP LTM)

Cisco MDS, Cohesity Storage, Data Domain, Dell EMC - VMAX, VNX, Isilon, Unity, 
XtremeIO, Compellent,  Hitachi VSP and AMS, HPE 3PAR and P2000, NetApp AFF and 
FAS, PureStorage FlashArray and FlashBlade, QNAP.

Server

Cisco ASA (Single context routed mode), Fortigate, Palo Alto Networks PA-200, PA-500.Firewalls

Virtualization / Hypervisors

HyperConverged Infrastructure

Network

Load Balancers

Storage

SSH, TelnetServer Discovery

API, SSH, Telnet, WMINetwork Discovery

REST/API, SSH,  SMI-SStorage Discovery

SSH, SNMP, WMIInfrastructure Performance

SSH, WMITCP/IP Flows

Logs, SNMP trapFaults

All Licenses

Connectors

Manage Engine Application Manager, Microsoft SCOM, Nagios XI, New Relic, SAP 
Solution Manager

Application Service 
Performance Monitoring

Docker, Solaris ZonesContainers

AWS, AzurePublic and Hybrid Cloud API

SplunkLog Analytics

Insight License

All Licenses

Juniper Contrail, OpenStackSoftware-De�ned Compute, 
Network and Storage 
Management
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The FixStream AIOps+ platform is commercially deployed by enterprises and managed service 
providers such as Broadcom, Maxim Integrated, Volvo and BT.

The FixStream AIOps+ platform has also been recognized by major industry �rms. In 2017, Gartner 
named FixStream a Cool Vendor, Enterprise Management Associates named FixStream the Leader in 
Advanced IT Analytics, while Red Herring bestowed the company with both the Global Top 100 and 
North America Top 100 Awards, recognizing it as one of the globe’s most exciting and innovative 
private technology companies. 

FixStream is also included in the 2018 Gartner Market Guide for AIOps Platforms.

AI for IT Operations
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Gartner, Cool Vendors in Enterprise Networking, 
2017, 17 April 2017. The Gartner Cool Vendor Logo 
is a trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc., 
and/or its a�liates, and is used herein with 
permission. All rights reserved. Gartner does not 
endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in 
its research publications, and does not advise 
tech-nology users to select only those vendors 
with the highest ratings or other designation. 
Gartner research publications consist of the 
opinions of Gartnerâ€™s research organization.
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